Thermal biology of newts (Notophthalmus viridescens) chronically infected with a naturally occurring pathogen
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Abstract

1. Newts chronically infected with an Ichthyophonus-like organism selected warmer temperatures than healthy newts, consistent with prior work on behavioral fever, though the magnitude of the difference was much greater than reported in other studies.
2. The large difference in selected temperature (>11 °C) may be a consequence of the chronic nature of the Ichthyophonus infection in newts from the field.
3. Healthy newts exhibited a higher thermal tolerance than infected newts, reflecting the greater morbidity of infected newts.
4. Little is known about the course of Ichthyophonus in newts, and the possible consequences of changes in thermal biology are discussed.
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1. Introduction

I undertook this investigation as a consequence of a serendipitous observation I made while collecting newts for another study. It seemed that a preponderance of the animals that I collected in the hottest parts of the pond had obvious lesions. Newts collected in the cooler parts of the pond appeared healthy. The cause of the lesions was identified by the National Wildlife Health Center in Madison, Wisconsin, as an Ichthyophonus-like fungus. My own observations and those of others (Herman, 1984; Mikaelian et al., 2000; Green et al., 2002) suggest that the Ichthyophonus-like organism may have been an endemic pathogen in newts for some time, only now becoming more prevalent.

Emerging fungal pathogens have been implicated in worldwide amphibian population declines (Blaustein and Wake, 1990; Daszak et al., 1999; Carey, 2000). Reports suggest that some of the pathogens may have only recently moved into new areas and species while others may have been present in the environment and only just increased in incidence or pathogenicity (Daszak et al., 2001; Green et al., 2002; Rachowicz et al., 2005). While morbidity and mortality associated with Ichthyophonus in amphibians have been reported (Mikaelian et al., 2000; Green et al., 2002), the physiological consequences of these infections remain largely unexplored and deserve attention (Wikelski and Cooke, 2006). Moreover, newts are keystone predators in certain ecosystems (Smith, 2006) and their physiological responses to infection may have significant consequences for the composition of those ecosystems.

The thermal biology of amphibians is altered as a consequence of infectious agents. Both anurans (Kluger, 1977; Sherman et al., 1991) and salamanders (Parris et al., 2004) treated with pathogens or subunits isolated from pathogens (such as the lipopolysaccharide, LPS, of bacterial cell walls) select warmer temperatures than uninfected control animals. Furthermore, the thermal tolerance of LPS-treated toads was higher than that of controls even though both groups of animals were maintained at the same febrile temperature (Sherman et al., 1991). In all of these prior experiments, however,
the animals were exposed to the infectious agent in the laboratory and the responses were acute. What makes this present study particularly interesting is that the infections were acquired naturally rather than in the laboratory and were likely chronic. These considerations coupled with my own observations that the infected newts appeared to select higher temperatures than healthy newts in the wild prompted me to study the thermal biology of infected versus uninfected newts.

I made two predictions. First, infected newts should select warmer temperatures than healthy newts in the laboratory, which would be consistent with prior work noted above. Second, infected newts should tolerate higher temperatures than uninfected newts. Not only did LPS injection increase the thermal tolerance of toads (Sherman et al., 1991) but if, in fact, the infected newts in the present study were seeking out higher temperatures in the field they might be acclimatized to higher temperatures.

2. Material and methods

Adult newts, Notophthalmus viridescens, both healthy and infected, were collected during July of 2006, from Wood Pond, a small pond (0.9 ha) in the foothills of the Taconic Mountains in southern Vermont. I recorded the temperature of the pond water at roughly 20 cm from the shoreline and at a depth of 10 cm (places where newts were likely to be found) at several arbitrary positions around the pond on each collection day. The precise temperatures of the water in which apparently healthy and infected newts were collected were not measured, however. The mean pond water temperature (± 1 SEM) during collection was 26.2 ± 2.66 °C. Apparently healthy and obviously infected newts were brought back to the laboratory in pond water in separate containers.

Newts were designated as infected or healthy based on the presence or absence of obvious subcutaneous lesions as determined by gross visual inspection. The lesions were consistent with those described elsewhere for Ichthyophonus in amphibians (Herman, 1984; Mikaelian et al., 2000) and ranged from small, typically longitudinally arrayed discrete nodules to larger swellings that involved more than 50% of the length of the animal (see below). Herman (1984) reported that newts in apparently advanced stages of Ichthyophonus infection exhibited ulcerated lesions that had been secondarily invaded by bacteria. The infected newts that I used in this study did not appear to have such ulcerations. The Ichthyophonus was identified by the National Wildlife Health Center in Madison, Wisconsin, from several newts I submitted. While I did not submit every experimental newt for such histological examination, I was confident in my designation of infected newts as the lesions were obvious and characteristic of Ichthyophonus. I cannot be sure, however, that newts which I designated as healthy did not have subclinical infections.

2.1. Maintenance of newts in the laboratory

After collection, newt mass was measured to the nearest mg in the laboratory. The difference in the mean mass (± 1 SEM) of healthy (2.82 g ± 0.1) and infected (2.75 g ± 0.23) animals was not significant (p = 0.78). Healthy and infected newts were housed in separate aquaria containing 8–10 newts per 401 of aged tap water with dry platforms available. The water in the containers was changed every other day. The newts were fed white worms every day until 1–3 days prior to testing. Animals were maintained in the laboratory at a temperature of 24 ± 0.4 °C and natural light (roughly 14L:10D) for 7–10 days before testing. While sick and healthy newts may well have selected different temperatures in the field, 7 days is a sufficient duration for temperature acclimation to occur in amphibians (Lutterschmidt and Hutchison, 1997b). Each newt was used only once in either the temperature selection experiments or the thermal tolerance experiments.

2.2. Temperature selection experiments

Temperature selection was measured using a thermal gradient similar to that described in Sherman et al. (1991). Briefly, the gradient was produced in an insulated wooden box (140 × 18 × 15 cm³) with a steel plate extending 12 cm from both ends of the box as the floor of the apparatus. The floor was covered with 2–3 cm of very wet gravel (free water was visible) and the gradient was achieved by placing one end of the steel plate on a hot plate and the other end in a styrofoam box filled with a slurry of dry ice and ethanol. YSI thermistors (accurate to 0.1 °C) were embedded in the gravel every 4 cm and connected to a YSI Model 47 Telethermometer. During experiments, the gradient established ranged from 0 to 40 °C. At the beginning of each temperature selection experiment, a newt was placed individually in the middle of the thermal gradient (at approximately 23 °C) under an inverted mesh cup. After 30 min, the cup was lifted and the position of the newt was recorded thereafter every 15 min for 3 h. The newts were too small for indwelling thermistors so the selected temperature was determined by measuring the position of the thorax of the newts between the 2 closest thermistors in the gravel. Using an external thermometer (Fisher Scientific Precision Thermometer), I had established that the gradient was linear between adjacent thermistors and the position of the newt correlated to the interpolated temperature of the substrate which was recorded as the selected temperature for that reading.

Typically, adult newts are aquatic but there are numerous reports of terrestrial activity among adult newts (see Petranka, 1998, and references therein) and several studies have described the utility of testing them in terrestrial arenas, as I did (Phillips, 1987; Jiang and Claussen, 1993). Moreover, it was not uncommon for me to see newts in this study out of the water on the terrestrial platforms provided in their aquaria. Neither infected nor healthy newts demonstrated...
difficulty moving within the thermal gradient and exhibited no change in mass as a consequence of the 3 h experiment. To be certain that newts had not become incapacitated at the end of the experiment, following each experiment, I took each newt and placed it in the cold end of the gradient (roughly 5 °C). Every newt moved away from the cold end and appeared to have no mobility difficulties. Experiments were performed between 1000 and 1600 h EDST. I tested 9 healthy and 10 infected newts.

2.3. Thermal tolerance experiments

The measure of thermal tolerance used was the critical thermal maximum (CTMax) as described by Lutterschmidt and Hutchison (1997b) and signifies an ecologically appropriate measure of the temperature at which locomotor activity becomes so disorganized that animals are unable to escape from lethal conditions. Each experimental newt was placed individually in a beaker containing 600 ml of aged tap water at room temperature (24 ± 0.4 °C) and permitted to adjust for 20 min prior to heating. Then the beaker was heated on a hotplate at 1 °C min⁻¹, a rate at which there is no lag between ambient and deep body temperature (Hutchison, 1961). The water was aerated continuously and stirred with a Fisher Scientific Precision Thermometer (accurate to the nearest 0.1 °C), which ensured complete mixing of the water. The water temperature at which an experimental newt exhibited abrupt onset of spasms (OS) as described by Lutterschmidt and Hutchison (1997a) was recorded as the CTMax and the newt was promptly removed to room temperature water. All newts recovered almost immediately. The OS is a reliable end-point for CTMax determinations (Lutterschmidt and Hutchison, 1997a), but I also recorded the temperature at which newts appeared to lose the ability to right themselves (loss of the righting response, LRR, a lower level of heat incapacitation). This was a more subjective measure but I include it to facilitate comparisons with data from earlier studies. Ten infected and 10 healthy newts were used in these experiments, which were performed between 1000 and 1600 h EDST.

2.4. Extent of lesions

I wanted to determine whether thermal tolerance was related to the extent of the infection and so after the CTMax experiments, infected newts were anesthetized in MS222 and then laid out on graph paper so that I could measure the span of their lesions. Typically, the lesions were arrayed longitudinally along the newts and could affect one side or both left and right sides. I measured the length of the lesion along the sides in which it was present, added those together and divided by the total length of the animal. This provided a relative index of infection for each newt, which could be used as a predictor of thermal tolerance. It is reasonable to infer that the larger the area affected by the fungus (i.e., the higher the index of infection), the longer the animal had been infected.

2.5. Statistics

Differences in mean thermal tolerance between healthy and infected newts were analyzed using the Student’s t-test with significance set at p < 0.05.

3. Results

Infected newts selected much warmer temperatures than healthy newts (Fig. 1). The mean of the mean selected temperatures of infected newts was 26.1 (± 0.7) °C compared with 14.9 (± 1.0) °C of healthy newts. In fact, 7 of the 10 infected newts used in these experiments selected temperatures of 30 °C or more and stayed there for at least 15 min. The warmest temperature selected by any uninfected newt was 26.8 °C.

Healthy newts had a higher CTMax than infected newts (Fig. 2). The mean temperature of the OS (± 1 SEM) of healthy newts of 39.5 (± 0.1) °C was significantly greater than that of infected newts with a mean temperature of OS (± 1 SEM) of 38.9 (± 0.2) °C (t = 2.43, df = 18, p = 0.025). As expected, the mean temperature at the LRR was lower than that of OS but the pattern of healthy animals having a higher thermal tolerance than infected animals persisted (Fig. 3). The mean temperature at LRR was 36.4 (± 0.2) °C in healthy newts compared with 34.7 (± 0.3) °C in infected newts and was significant (t = 3.99, df = 15, p = 0.001). The sample sizes in the LRR experiments were lower than that of the OS experiments because I was unable to determine loss of righting in 3 newts.

There was no relationship between the extent of the lesion and either measure of thermal tolerance (Fig. 4).

4. Discussion

Infected newts selected higher temperatures than healthy newts (Fig. 1), which is consistent with prior work on behavioral fever in ectotherms (Kluger et al., 1975; Sherman et al., 1991). However, the magnitude of the

![Fig. 1. Mean selected temperatures (± 1 SEM) over time of infected (open circles) and healthy (closed squares) newts on a thermal gradient.](image-url)
difference in selected temperatures was much greater than in previous studies. The mean of the mean selected temperature of infected newts was more than 11 °C higher than that of healthy newts compared with differences of 2–3 °C in studies of other amphibians (Sherman et al., 1991). While the higher selected temperature of infected newts was consistent with my hypothesis, the large magnitude of the difference was unexpected and may be a consequence of the likely chronic nature of the Ichthyophonus infection in newts from the field. In other studies, animals were infected in the laboratory and the selected temperatures were measured in the acute phase of infection (Parris et al., 2004).

While I could find no reports of the effect of temperature on Ichthyophonus-like infections in amphibians, fish at higher temperatures exhibited a greater incidence of Ichthyophonus than fish at lower temperatures in the wild (Halpenny et al., 2002; Kocan et al., 2003). It is unclear as to how to reconcile the selection of higher temperatures in infected newts (i.e. behavioral fever) with the greater incidence of infection among fish at higher temperatures. On the one hand, some pathogens alter the behavior of host amphibians in such a way as to increase the probability of transmission of the infection (Lefcort and Blaustein, 1995; Parris et al., 2004, 2006), and Ichthyophonus infection may have encouraged newts to seek higher temperatures. Behavioral fever in many ectotherms enables them to survive infections (Kluger, 1991; Kluger et al., 1975). Perhaps the elevated selected temperatures of infected newts promote both transmission of Ichthyophonus and host survival. However, Woodhams et al. (2003) reported that frogs infected with the chytrid pathogen, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, were cured when incubated at elevated temperatures. Little is known about the transmission and course of Ichthyophonus-like infections in newts (Mikaelian et al., 2000). Fish must ingest Ichthyophonus-infected prey in order to acquire the organism (Mikaelian et al., 2000). While it is likely that Ichthyophonus has low host specificity (Herman, 1984; Green et al., 2002), the presence of intermediate hosts that facilitate infection in amphibians has not been established (Mikaelian et al., 2000).

I had predicted that Ichthyophonus-infected newts would have a higher CTMax than healthy newts because in an earlier study (Sherman et al., 1991), LPS-treated toads had a higher CTMax than control animals. Sherman et al. (1991) had argued that an increase in thermal tolerance would be advantageous to infected animals if they were seeking warmer microclimates in the wild. In fact, however, infected newts in the present study exhibited lower temperatures of thermal incapacitation than healthy newts (Figs. 2 and 3). The elevated CTMax in LPS-treated toads compared with control toads was exhibited only when the toads had been acclimated at the mean maximum selected temperature of febrile individuals (Sherman et al., 1991).

The difference in CTMax between LPS-injected toads and control animals was not significant when both were
acclimated to normothermic temperatures (Sherman et al., 1991). The newts in this study were acclimated to room temperature (24°C), several degrees below the mean maximum selected temperature of infected newts (30°C). But that would not explain why the CTMax of infected newts was lower than that of healthy newts. It is more likely that these chronically infected newts were simply not as robust as healthy individuals. In fact, morbidity of wild captured Ichthyophonus-infected amphibians has been reported (Herman, 1984; Mikaelian et al., 2000; Green et al., 2002). Nevertheless, the CTMax of infected newts (38.9°C) was well above their mean maximum selected temperature of 30°C. If there is a benefit to either host or pathogen or both to being in a warmer environment, the thermal tolerance of infected newts is still more than sufficient to accommodate it. The extent of the lesions may not correlate with the degree of morbidity as it did not affect thermal tolerance (Fig. 4).

The consequences of Ichthyophonus for newt populations and the ecosystems in which they are found are unclear. Newts are keystone predators in certain ecosystems and any alteration in their morbidity and mortality may influence the structures of those ecosystems (Smith, 2000). Global climate change that may hasten elevated temperatures in temperate bodies of water makes the relationship between temperature and Ichthyophonus in newts all the more critical to understand (Wikelski and Cooke, 2006).
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